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Showing 1-11 Start your review of Clinical Teaching Strategies in Nursing Katie rated it really liked it Jun 15, 2018 Fung Pui Ling rated it it was amazing Nov 14, 2017 james is currently reading it Aug 06, 2019 Tee is currently reading it Mar 20, 2022 Document Type: Book All Authors / Contributors: Kathleen B Gaberson; Marilyn H Oermann; Teresa
Shellenbarger Find more information about: Kathleen B Gaberson Marilyn H Oermann Teresa Shellenbarger ISBN: 9780826140029 0826140025 9780826140234 0826140238 0826140246 9780826140241 OCLC Number: 994263269 Notes: Kathleen B. Gaberson's name appears first in the previous editions. Description: xi, 306 pages : illustrations ;
26 cm Contents: Contextual factors affecting clinical teaching -- Outcomes of clinical teaching -- Developing clinical learning sites -- Preparing for clinical learning activities -- Process of clinical teaching -- Ethical and legal issues in clinical teaching -- Crafting clinical learning assignments -- Clinical simulation -- Technologies for clinical teaching /
Debra Hagler and Kimberly Day -- Cases for clinical learning -- Discussion and clinical conference -- Using preceptors as clinical teachers and coaches -- Interprofessional and collaborative practice in clinical settings / Elizabeth Speakman -- Written assignments -- Clinical evaluation and grading. Responsibility: Marilyn H. Oermann, PhD, RN, ANEF,
FAAN, Teresa Shellenbarger, PhD, RN, CNE, ANEF, Kathleen B. Gaberson, PhD, RN, CNOR, CNE, ANEF. Provides a comprehensive framework for planning, guiding, and evaluating learning activities for undergraduate and graduate nursing students in a wide variety of clinical settings. The fifth edition encompasses current trends in nursing
education with expanded content on ways to maximize the clinical learning experiences of nursing students. Read more... Kathleen B. Gaberson, PhD, RN, CNOR, is a nursing education consultant and former Professor and Chair of the Department of Nursing Education, and Director of Nursing at Shepherd University, Shepherdstown, WV. She has
over 30 years of teaching experience in graduate and undergraduate nursing programs and has presented, written, and consulted extensively on evaluation and teaching in nursing education. She is Research Section Editor of the "AORN Journal". Marilyn H. Oermann, PhD, RN, ANEF, FAAN is the Director of Evaluation and Educational Research at
Duke University School of Nursing, Durham, North Carolina. She is the author/co-author of 15 nursing education books and many articles on teaching and evaluation in nursing, and on writing for publication. She is the editor of the "Journal of Nursing Care Quality" and "Nurse Author & Editor" and is past editor of the "Annual Review of Nursing
Education". Dr. Oermann received the National League for Nursing Award for Excellence in Nursing Education Research and the Sigma Theta Tau International Elizabeth Russell Belford Award for Excellence in Education. Teresa Shellenbarger, PhD, RN, CNE, ANEF, is Professor and Doctoral Coordinator at Indiana University of Pennsylvania. She is
an expert nursing faculty member and administrator with an extensive publication record in nursing education. Dr. Shellenbarger currently serves as member of the Board of Governors of the National League for Nursing. I Just Don't Like the Sound of NO R.J. can't stand the word "no" and tries to turn every negative answer into "Maybe" or "We'll
see" by arguing. But when his teacher starts the "Say Yes to No" club, he learns that "no" isn't so bad after all. (Ages 3 and up) Buy I Just Don't Like the Sound of NO! at Amazon.com Read this colorful book to your preschooler to illustrate the importance of listening during school. He might even pay attention better at home, too. (Ages 3 and up) Buy
Listen and Learn at Amazon.com Benny, an incorrigible little pig, falls into a mud hole after disregarding his mother's instructions. This story, told with spare text and expressive pictures, will have your kids giggling while it teaches them the consequences of not listening. (Ages 3 and up) Buy Oink, Oink Benny at Amazon.com Lilly's Purple Plastic
Purse Lilly can't wait till sharing time to show the class her shiny new purple purse, and her favorite teacher, Mr. Slinger, is forced to take it away. She decides to get revenge, but then realizes the error of her ways and works hard to regain his favor. (Ages 4 and up) Buy Lilly's Purple Plastic Purse at Amazon.com I Have A Little Problem Said the Bear
Bear needs help, but none of the animals in his village will listen long enough to hear what his problem is before offering solutions. Little kids will relate to his frustration at not being heard, and you can use it to explain how it makes you feel when they don't listen. (Ages 4 and up) Buy "I Have a Little Problem," Said the Bear at Amazon.com Howard
B. Wigglebottom Learns to Listen The first book in this award-winning series chronicles the tale of a little rabbit that gets into all kinds of trouble for failing to focus on his teacher and friends. In the end, Howard learns that life is much happier when he becomes a good listener. (Ages 4 and up) Buy Howard B. Wigglebottom Learns to Listen at
Amazon.com Kids can easily get caught up in the moment and forget to pay attention. This book takes them step by step through the reasons why listening at all times is essential. (Ages 4 and up) Buy Why Should I Listen? at Amazon.com Does your child's constantly interrupt others? This story, told through the eyes of Louis, a little boy whose words
wiggle and jiggle until they explode right out of his mouth, will teach her the value of respecting others and waiting for her turn to speak. (Ages 4 and up) Buy My Mouth is a Volcano! at Amazon.com Buddy has big, beautiful bunny ears but can't seem to use them to listen. Silliness ensues as Buddy constantly misunderstands his parents' requests?
until he finally learns to tune in, just in time. (Ages 5 and up) Copyright © 2012 Meredith Corporation. Buy Listen Buddy at Amazon.com © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates A large part of succeeding as an entrepreneur comes down to learning. And one way to learn at a fast rate is to adopt a consistent reading habit. Reading is such a
valuable asset to entrepreneurs because it allows you to learn from the top experts in any subject in a matter of hours.The biggest advantage and reason that I became hooked on reading was the notion that I could adopt new mentors along with creating a new environment more ideal for growth. Sometimes, the hardest reason entrepreneurs can't
make progress toward their goals is due to their environment.While books don't physically change your environment, they do change your mindset, which is the most important.As you're looking to start a business, grow your business, or become a top performer--these five books below are a must read.As a consultant myself, this book was a powerful
recommendation given to me by a peer as I was learning about delivering quality client services.This book's central message discusses fears that many of us have in the client services business. The big three including fear of losing the business, fear of being embarrassed, and fear of feeling inferior.Of all the lessons in the book, my favorite was
celebrating your mistakes. In today's world, it's tempting to appear as the expert who knows everything and doesn't make mistakes. However, it's the very notion of admitting and showing your mistakes that will earn you the trust and loyalty among your clients and team members.A book about emotions and the intricate connection between mind and
body might seem out of place for a list about becoming a better entrepreneur.But in actuality, the ability to control your emotions will play a pivotal role in the magnitude of your success. Therefore, it's important to understand questions such as: "Why do we feel the way we feel?" and "How do our thoughts and emotions affect our health?"As an
entrepreneur, your health is your most valuable currency.I'll admit, when I first saw this title, I'll initially assumed it was just another book of recycled ideas about money. However, I was completely wrong. While this book from the founder of Maxim does discuss money, he, more importantly, discusses the various stages of entrepreneurship.I
continually reopen this book when I need a reality check about growing a business and staying the course.While talk of revenue generally garners the spotlight, another important concept for entrepreneurs to keep in mind is how much they keep. After all, it doesn't matter how much you make if you don't have a strategy for how to keep it.One way to
maximize your dollars is to learn the basics about taxes. Generally, accounting and finance aren't my go-to reading materials. However, reading this book actually made taxes and accounting more exciting. If you want to learn tax laws and how to utilize them, this book is a great resource for beginners.Ever find yourself making progress on a business
or health goal, but you can't seem to get past a certain benchmark? Or, are you in a creative or business rut?If so, then this book needs to rise to the top of the queue. When you find yourself in a never-ending cycle of success then subsequent crashes and self-sabotaging, you're "upper-limiting" yourself.This book is valuable in the sense that it helps
you systematically get to the root of why you can't break through to the next level that you're pursuing.Utilize books to help shorten your curve to growth and expansion along with making unnecessary mistakes.
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